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Abstract: Selecting an appropriate additive manufacturing (AM) process or machine to fabricate an end-use
product is an important issue in design for AM. One of many types of approaches for AM process selection is
based on multi-criteria decision making (MCDM). Most of the MCDM based approaches have an advantage
in taking into account the relative importance of performance parameter types and a few of them also
consider the interrelationships of performance parameter types. Each of these approaches can work well in its
specific context. They are however not entirely satisfactory, as they do not have the capabilities to reduce the
influence of the deviation of performance parameter values on the decision-making result and to capture the
risk attitudes of users in their decision-making models. In this paper, an MCDM approach based on fuzzy
Archimedean weighted power Bonferroni aggregation operators with such capabilities is proposed for AM
process selection. A fuzzy Archimedean weighted power Bonferroni mean operator and a fuzzy Archimedean
weighted power geometric Bonferroni mean operator are firstly constructed. Based on these operators, an
MCDM approach for selection of AM processes are then developed. After that, four practical examples are
adopted to illustrate the developed approach and a set of sensitivity analysis experiments on the basis of these
examples are carried out. Finally, qualitative and quantitative comparisons between the approach and the
existing MCDM based approaches are reported to demonstrate its feasibility, effectiveness, and advantages.
Keywords: Additive manufacturing process; Process selection; Process performance assessment; User
preference assessment; Multi-criteria decision making; Fuzzy information aggregation

1. Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM), which in the past was called as layer manufacturing, additive layer
manufacturing, freeform fabrication, solid freeform fabrication, additive fabrication, additive processes,
additive techniques, and three-dimensional (3D) printing, refers to the processes of joining materials layer by
layer to make parts from 3D model data [1]. Modern AM processes firstly emerged with stereolithography in
the 1980s and have been greatly developed during the past two decades. This development is mainly driven
by the special advantages of the processes, such as providing better design flexibility, less development time
and cost, and fewer waste byproducts over traditional subtractive manufacturing technologies and enabling
making of parts with complex geometries, heterogeneous materials, and customisable properties [2]. Recently,
the progress in computer-aided design, reverse engineering, material processing and forming, and recoating
equipment has made AM processes applicable to manufacture end-use products. Convinced by their potential
advantages and preliminary applications, some have anticipated that AM processes would bring revolutionary
changes to the industry [3].
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Existing AM processes can be classified into seven categories [4]: Vat photopolymerisation, material
jetting, binder jetting, powder bed fusion, material extrusion, directed energy deposition, and sheet lamination.
Based on these processes, more than one thousand industrial AM machines have been manufactured and
identified in the market to date [5]. A controversy about which machine is better than the others is of little
significance, because each of the AM machines has its own targeted applications [6]. However, a study about
how to select an appropriate machine or process that can meet the specific requirements for making an
end-use product is non-trivial. The reason can be explained from two aspects. On the one hand, the selection
requires a comprehensive understanding of the configuration, function, performance, utilities, strengths, and
limitations of the alternative machines or processes and the interactions among requirements of product, such
as surface requirements (e.g. appearance, surface texture, colour), geometric requirements (e.g. dimensions,
tolerances, surface roughness), mechanical requirements (e.g. hardness, tensile strength, impact strength), and
build material requirements (density, physical properties, chemical properties) [7]. But most AM process
users lack enough knowledge and experience for such understanding. It is desirable to have an effective tool
to aid with the selection. On the other hand, different AM machines or processes have considerable overlap at
the aspect of function and application [6], which may possibly raise the difficulty in the actual selection.
To offer an effective tool for selection of AM processes, a number of approaches have been presented
during the past two decades [6]. These approaches can be classified into database based [8−12], knowledge
engineering based [13−19], and MCDM based [20−47] on the basis of their applied techniques. Among these
three categories of approaches, the MCDM based approaches are the most important and popular. These
approaches cope with the AM process selection issue using some traditional MCDM methods, such as
analytic hierarchy process, TOPSIS, PROMETHEE, and VIKOR1, or some soft computing techniques, such
as fuzzy set theory, interval analysis, ratio analysis, grey relational analysis, and rough set theory. Most of the
approaches have considered the relative importance of performance parameter types in decision-making and a
few of them can also deal with the relationships of performance parameter types in their decision-making
models. However, none of them can reduce the effect of extreme performance parameter values on the
decision-making result and concurrently capture the risk attitudes of users.
In practical AM process selection problems, the values of performance parameters are generally
obtained from vendor documents, benchmark data, and expert experience. It is normally difficult to ensure
the absolute objectivity of all these ways [6]. This means that there could be some values that have deviation.
To obtain reasonable selection result under this circumstance, it is of necessity to reduce the effect of the
deviation of performance parameter values. But there is yet no evidence that any of the existing MCDM
based approaches can achieve this. In addition, AM process selection problems have certain subjectivity and
the preferences of users are their important input [6]. Among various user preferences, the risk attitudes of
users (e.g. pessimistic, neutral, and optimistic attitudes) are an important type. A desirable AM process
selection approach should have the capability to capture such risk attitudes. However, the existing MCDM
based approaches have not yet considered this point.
Based on the considerations above, the motivations and objectives of the present paper are summarised
1

TOPSIS stands for technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution. PROMETHEE stands for preference ranking
organisation method for enrichment of evaluations. VIKOR stands for VlseKriterijuska Optimizacija I Komoromisno Resenje (i.e.
multicriteria optimisation and compromise solution).
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as follows:


To develop a MCDM approach for AM process selection which can maintain the advantages of existing
approaches in terms of considering the relative importance and interrelationships of performance
parameter types, the Bonferroni mean (BM) operator [48] and the geometric BM (GBM) operator [49],
which have the capability to capture the relationships between the aggregated arguments, are introduced
and combined with weights, which reflect the relative importance of the aggregated arguments, under
the fuzzy set (FS) [50] environment.



To make the approach have the capability to reduce the influence of extreme performance parameter
values on the selection result, the power average (PA) operator [51], which has the capability to reduce
the negative effect of unreasonable argument values, is introduced and combined with the fuzzy
weighted BM and GBM operators, respectively. Meanwhile, the Archimedean triangular norm (ATN)
and conorm (ATC) operations [52] are leveraged to carry out the operations on the combined operators
to improve the generality and flexibility of the approach.



To make the approach capable to capture the risk attitudes of users, a risk attitude factor is introduced to
combine the fuzzy Archimedean weighted power BM and GBM operators, which were found to generate
opposite expectations for MCDM [49].
To sum up, this paper aims to present an MCDM approach based on fuzzy Archimedean weighted power

Bonferroni aggregation operators for AM process selection. This aim is achieved via combining the ATN and
ATC operations and the BM, GBM, and PA operators of fuzzy numbers (FNs) with weights and a risk attitude
factor in the context of AM process selection. Because of such combination, the presented MCDM approach
will combine all of their capabilities.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of related work. The fuzzy
Archimedean weighted power Bonferroni aggregation operators are constructed in Section 3. Section 4
explained the details of the proposed approach. The illustration and evaluation of the approach are reported in
Section 5. Section 6 ends the paper with a conclusion.

2. Related work
AM process selection refers to the procedure of selecting appropriate AM processes which can satisfy
the specific requirements for manufacturing an end-use product from a set of alternative AM processes with
the help of specific decision support techniques, such as database, knowledge engineering, and MCDM. It is
preferably implemented in accordance with AM standards. However, existing AM standards (e.g. ISO
17296-3, ISO 17296-2) only provide a classification of AM processes, describe the principle of each category
of processes, and list a set of criteria for selection of processes. They do not offer an effective approach to
implement the selection based on the listed criteria.
To provide an effective tool for AM process selection, many approaches have been presented within
academia [6]. They can be divided into the following three categories according to their used decision support
techniques:


Database based approaches. The database based approaches created tables/databases of the capabilities
of different AM processes or machines and used specific techniques to retrieve suitable processes or
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machines from the tables/databases. Representative examples are the approaches of Pham and Gault [8],
Campbell and Bernie [9], Jones and Campbell [10], Smith and Rennie [11], and Ghazy [12]. The
approach of Pham and Gault firstly presented an overview of the principles, attributes, strengths, and
weaknesses of the rapid prototyping processes at that time, then created two tables that respectively
summarise the attributes of thirteen commercial processes and nine non-commercial processes, and
finally provided flow diagram to guide the selection of the processes. In the approaches of Campbell and
Bernie and Jones and Campbell, a database of rapid prototyping process capabilities was firstly created.
Then a rapid prototyping decision support system was developed based on a combination of database
query and user-defined weighted rating techniques. The approach of Smith and Rennie firstly used a
database to record the process and material capabilities of additive layer manufacturing technologies and
then developed a technology selection tool for rapid manufacturing applications. In the approach of
Ghazy, a database storing the attributes of different AM machines was created. Based on this database,
an updatable decision support system which assists users in the selection of AM process chains,
materials, finishing methods, and machines was developed. The five examples clearly suggest that the
database based approaches provide a feasible way for AM process selection, but they require extensive
user involvement and do not provide effective means to model process performance and user
preferences.


Knowledge engineering based approaches. The knowledge engineering based approaches implemented
the selection of AM processes based on the recommendation of expert systems or knowledge-based
systems, which were developed using specific artificial intelligence techniques, such as database query,
knowledge modelling, rule-based reasoning, and fuzzy reasoning. Representative examples are the
expert systems of Bibb et al. [13], Masood and Soo [14], Lan et al. [15], Palmer [16], and Munguia et al.
[17], which were either developed based on rule-based reasoning, a combination of rule-based reasoning
and fuzzy reasoning, or a combination of rule-based reasoning, fuzzy reasoning, and database query, and
the knowledge-based systems of Bernard et al. [18] and Singh and Sewell [19], which were both
developed using the knowledge modelling technique. Compared to the database based approaches, the
knowledge engineering based approaches can reduce the user involvement to some extent. However, the
performance of these approaches depends on the degree of completeness of the reasoning rules or
knowledge, which are sometimes difficult to obtain.



MCDM based approaches. MCDM techniques refer to the techniques for assisting decision making
based on a set of criteria, which are generally easier to obtain than reasoning rules or knowledge.
Because of such advantage, the use of the techniques to solve AM process selection issue has been
gained importance and popularity during the past two decades [6]. A number of researchers, which
include Braglia and Petroni [20], Xu et al. [21], Byun and Lee [22], Mahesh et al. [23], Wilson and
Rosen [24], Rao and Padmanabhan [25], Armillotta [26], Borille et al. [27], Lokesh and Jain [28], Rao
and Patel [29], Zhou and Chen [30], Chakraborty [31], Khrais et al. [32], Vahdani et al. [33], Ic [34],
Mahapatra and Panda [35], Roberson et al. [36], Liao et al. [37], Vinodh et al. [38], Zhang and Bernard
[39], Zhang et al. [40], Mancanares et al. [41], Kek [42], Zheng et al. [43], Anand and Vinodh [44], uz
Zaman et al. [45], Wang et al. [46], and Kadkhoda-Ahmadi et al. [47] have successively presented their
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approaches in this period. The specific techniques adopted in these approaches, the data sources of the
approaches, the way the approaches deal with the relative importance of the criteria for selecting AM
processes, and the way the approaches deal with the interrelationships between criteria are summarised
in Table 1. As can be seen from Table 1, the specific technologies and data sources can be varied, which
increases the flexibility of the approaches in practical applications. Further, most of the approaches have
considered the relative importance of criteria in their decision making, which enhances their robustness
to some extent. Considering the interrelationships between criteria is also important for enhancing the
robustness of a MCDM based approach. Among the twenty-seven approaches listed in Table 1, the
approaches of Rao and Padmanabhan, Ic, Liao et al., and Zheng et al. have included such consideration.
Apart from these approaches, all of the remaining approaches assume that the criteria are independent of
each other, which generally does not correspond to the actual situation of AM process selection, because
the different selection criteria (i.e. process parameter types) are usually not independent of each other,
but are interrelated. In addition to the consideration of the relative importance and interrelationships of
criteria, the reducing of the influence of extreme criterion values on the selection result and the capturing
of the risk attitudes of users in decision-making models, as analysed in the introduction, are also
significant for the improvement of a MCDM based approach. However, there is yet no evidence that any
of the existing MCDM based approaches have such capabilities.
Table 1. A summarisation of the specific techniques, data sources, way of dealing with the relative importance of criteria,
and way of dealing with the interrelationships between criteria of the twenty-seven MCDM based approaches in the
literature. Notes: AHP stands for analytic hierarchy process; KVM stands for knowledge value measuring; MAHP stands
for multiplicative analytic hierarchy process; SPA stands for simple pair analysis; GRA stands for grey relational
analysis; DSM stands for deviation-similarity model; EE stands for expert experience; BD stands for benchmark data;
VD stands for vendor documents. Source: This table was created by extending two tables in [6].
MCDM based approach

Specific
techniques

Data sources

Relative importance
of criteria (weights)

Interrelationships
between criteria

Braglia and Petroni (1999) [20]

AHP

EE

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Xu et al. (2001) [21]

KVM

BD

Not considered

Not considered

Byun and Lee (2005) [22]

TOPSIS

BD

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Mahesh et al. (2005) [23]

FS theory

BD

Not considered

Not considered

Wilson and Rosen (2005) [24]

Interval analysis

VD, EE

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Rao and Padmanabhan (2007) [25]

Matrix approach

BD

Pairwise comparison

Digraph and matrix

Armillotta (2008) [26]

AHP

VD, BD, EE

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Borille et al. (2010) [27]

AHP, MAHP, SPA

BD

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Lokesh and Jain (2010) [28]

AHP

EE

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Rao and Patel (2010) [29]

PROMETHEE

BD

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Zhou and Chen (2010) [30]

AHP

EE

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Chakraborty (2011) [31]

Ratio analysis

BD

Direct assignment

Not considered

Khrais et al. (2011) [32]

FS theory

EE

Direct assignment

Not considered

Vahdani et al. (2011) [33]

TOPSIS

BD,EE

Direct assignment

Not considered

Ic (2012) [34]

TOPSIS

BD

Direct assignment

Regression coefficients

Mahapatra and Panda (2013) [35]

GRA

EE

Direct assignment

Not considered
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Roberson et al. (2013) [36]

Ranking model

BD

Direct assignment

Not considered

Liao et al. (2014) [37]

VIKOR

EE

Pairwise comparison

Matrix

Vinodh et al. (2014) [38]

VIKOR

EE

Direct assignment

Not considered

Zhang and Bernard (2014) [39]

DSM

BD

Direct assignment

Not considered

Zhang et al. (2014) [40]

KVM

BD

Direct assignment

Not considered

Mancanares et al. (2015) [41]

AHP

VD, EE

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Kek (2016) [42]

FS theory

BD, EE

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Zheng et al. (2017) [43]

Rough set theory

BD

Pairwise comparison

Digraph and matrix

Anand and Vinodh (2018) [44]

AHP-TOPSIS

EE

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

uz Zaman et al. (2018) [45]

AHP

VD

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Wang et al. (2018) [46]

AHP-TOPSIS

BD

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Kadkhoda-Ahmadi et al. (2019) [47]

AHP

VD, BD, EE

Pairwise comparison

Not considered

Aiming at the issue in the existing MCDM based approaches, the present paper firstly combines the BM
[48], GBM [49], and PA [51] operators with weights under the ATN and ATC operations [52] of FNs [50] to
construct a fuzzy Archimedean weighted power BM (FAWPBM) operator and a fuzzy Archimedean weighted
power GBM (FAWPGBM) operator. Then an MCDM approach based on a linear combination of the two
constructed operators is proposed for AM process selection. The BM and GBM operators are two aggregation
operators that can capture the interrelationships between the aggregated arguments and can provide opposite
expectations [49]. They have been applied to resolve MCDM problems by a number of researchers, such as
Tian et al. [53], Wang et al. [54], Ji et al. [55], Nie et al. [56], Chen et al. [57], and Liang et al. [58]. The PA
operator is an aggregation operator which can reduce the negative effect of the deviation of one or several
argument values on the aggregation result. It has also been widely used in MCDM problems [59, 60].
Weights are common means for describing the relative importance of criteria in MCDM. The ATN and ATC
operations of FNs are important tools that can generate general and versatile operational rules for FNs and the
aggregation operators based on them are rather flexible for aggregating fuzzy information [61−65]. Because
of the combination of the BM, GBM, and PA operators, weights, and the ATN and ATC operations of FNs, all
capabilities of such are naturally embedded in the proposed approach.

3. Aggregation operators
In this section, some prerequisites in FS theory, operational rules of FNs based on ATNs and ATCs, BM
operator, GBM operator, and PA operator are firstly introduced. Then a FAWPBM operator and a FAWPGBM
operator are respectively constructed.

3.1. Preliminaries
3.1.1. FS, FN, and Triangular FN
In mathematics, a FS is a set whose elements have degrees of membership, which indicate the degrees to
which the elements belong to the set [50]. It can be formally defined as follow:
Definition 1. A FS S in a finite universe of discourse X is: S = {<x, µS(x)> | xX}, where µS : X → [0, 1]
denotes the degree of membership of the element xX to the set S, with the condition that 0 ≤ µS(x) ≤ 1.
Generally, the values of the membership function µS(x) are called as FNs. The definition of a FN can be
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naturally obtained as follow:
Definition 2. A FN Θ on a FS S = {<x, µS(x)> | xX} is: Θ = <µS(x)>. For the sake of simplicity, the FN
is usually denoted as Θ = <µ>.
Any two FNs can be compared via comparing their degrees of membership. For example, suppose Θ1 =
<µ1> and Θ2 = <µ2> are two arbitrary FNs, then Θ1 < Θ2 if and only if µ1 < µ2, Θ1 = Θ2 if and only if µ1 = µ2,
and Θ1 > Θ2 if and only if µ1 > µ2.
To compute the distance between two FNs, a distance measure of FNs is needed. The following is the
definition of the Euclidean distance measure of FNs:
Definition 3. Let Θ1 = <µ1> and Θ2 = <µ2> be any two FNs. Then the Euclidean distance between them
is

D(1 , 2 ) 

1  2

(1)

2

In practice, the membership function µS(x) can be varied. If it is the piecewise function depicted in Fig. 1,
then it can be described by the x coordinates of its three inflection points (i.e. α, β, γ). A triplet consisting of α,
β, and γ is generally called as a Triangular FN (TFN). Formally, a TFN can be defined as follow:
Definition 4. A TFN ∆ on a FS S = {<x, µS(x)> | xX} is: ∆ = <α, β, γ>, where α, β, and γ are real
numbers with the condition that 0 ≤ α ≤ β ≤ γ but not at the same time α = β = γ, and µS(x) is defined as
0,
 x 

,
 
 S ( x)  
  x ,
  

0,

x 

 x
(2)

  x
x 
μS(x)
1

0

α

β

γ

x

Figure 1. A piecewise membership function.

3.1.2. Operational rules of FNs
In mathematics, a triangular norm is a binary operation on the interval [0, 1] that satisfies commutativity,
associativity, monotonicity, and boundary condition [52]. The dual notion of a triangular norm is its conorm.
Formally, a triangular norm and its conorm can be defined as follows:
Definition 5. A triangular norm is a function T : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] such that for all x, y, z[0, 1]: (1) T(x, y)
= T(y, x); (2) T(x, T(y, z)) = T(T(x, y), z); (3) If y ≤ z, then T(x, y) ≤ T(x, z); (4) T(x, 1) = x.
Definition 6. If T is a triangular norm, then its conorm TC : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is TC(x, y) = 1 − T(1−x, 1−y).
A triangular norm T is called Archimedean if every sequence xn (where n = 1, 2, …; x1 < 1; and xn+1 =
T(xn, xn)) converges to 0. The conorm of an ATN is called as an ATC.
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For an ATN T and its conorm ATC TC: (1) If a function f(t) (tR) is monotonically decreasing and
satisfies the conditions that f(t) : (0, 1] → R+; f−1(t) : R+ → (0, 1]; limt→∞f−1(t) = 0; and f−1(0) = 1, then f(t) can
be used to generate T: T(x, y) = f−1(f(x) + f(y)) and is called as an additive generator of T; (2) If a function g(t)
(tR) is monotonically increasing and satisfies the conditions that g(t) : (0, 1] → R+; g−1(t) : R+ → (0, 1];
limt→∞g−1(t) = 1; and g−1(0) = 0, then g(t) can be used to generate TC: TC(x, y) = g−1(g(x) + g(y)) and is called
as an additive generator of TC. According to the definition of the conorm of a triangular norm, f(t) is actually
equal to g(1−t), that is f(t) = g(1−t).
During the past few decades, the studies of ATNs and ATCs and their additive generators have received a
lot of attention [61–65]. Various families of ATNs and ATCs have been presented in this period. Four wellknown families of ATNs and ATCs and their additive generators [61, 63, 65] are listed as follows:


If f(t) = −Int, then g(t) = −In(1−t), f−1(t) = e−t, g−1(t) = 1−e−t, and the Algebraic T-norm and T-conorm are
achieved as

TA ( x, y )  xy and TAC ( x, y )  x  y  xy


If f(t) = In[(2−t)/t], then g(t) = In[(1+t)/(1−t)], f−1(t) = 2/(et+1), g−1(t) = (et−1)/(et+1), and the Einstein
T-norm and T-conorm are achieved as
TE ( x, y ) 



xy
x y
and TEC ( x, y ) 
1  (1  x)(1  y )
1  xy

If f(t) = In{[λ+(1−λ)t]/t} (λ > 0), then g(t) = In{[λ+(1−λ)(1−t)]/(1−t)}, f−1(t) = λ/(et+λ−1), g−1(t) = (et−1)/
(et+λ−1), and the Hamacher T-norm and T-conorm are achieved as
TH ( x, y ) 



xy

  (1   )( x  y  xy )

and THC ( x, y ) 

x  y  xy  (1   ) xy
1  (1   ) xy

If f(t) = −In[(ε−1)/(εt−1)] (ε > 1), then g(t) = −In[(ε−1)/(ε1−t−1)], f−1(t) = logε[(ε−1+e−t)/e−t], g−1(t) = 1−
logε[(ε−1+ e−t)/e−t], and the Frank T-norm and T-conorm are achieved as

 ( x  1)( y  1) 
C
TF ( x, y)  log 1 
 and TF ( x, y)  1  log
 1



 ( 1 x  1)( 1 y  1) 
1 

 1



Based on ATNs and ATCs, a set of general and versatile operational rules of FNs can be established
according to the following definition:
Definition 7. Suppose Θ = <μ>, Θ1 = <μ1>, and Θ2 = <μ2> are three arbitrary FNs, and δ and τ are two
arbitrary real numbers and δ, τ > 0. Then the sum and product operations between FNs based on the ATN T(x,
y) = f−1(f(x) + f(y)) and the ATC TC(x, y) = g−1(g(x) + g(y)) and the multiplication and power operations of FNs
based on T(x, y) and TC(x, y) can be respectively defined as follows:
Θ1  Θ2 = <TC(μ1, μ2)> = <g−1(g(μ1) + g(μ2))>

(3)

Θ1  Θ2 = <T(μ1, μ2)> = <f−1(f(μ1) + f(μ2))>

(4)

δΘ = <g−1(δg(μ1))>

(5)

Θτ = <f−1(τf(μ1))>

(6)
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The operational rules above can be regarded as the special cases of the operational rules for intuitionistic
FNs based on ATNs and ATCs [61], the operational rules for picture FNs based on ATNs and ATCs [63], and
the operational rules for q-rung orthopair FNs based on ATNs and ATCs [65].

3.1.3. BM operator
The BM operator was presented by Bonferroni [48]. It is capable of describing the interrelationships
between different non-negative real numbers. The formal definition of the BM operator is as follow:
Definition 8. Let Ξk (k = 1, 2, …, n) be a collection of non-negative real numbers and a and b be two
real numbers and a, b ≥ 0 but not at the same time a = b = 0. Then the aggregation function
1


 a b
n
1
( a ,b )
a b 

BM
(1 ,  2 ,...,  n ) 
 i  j  
 n(n  1) i
, j 1


j i



(7)

is called the BM operator. In this operator, the interrelationships between Ξi and Ξj are captured by a and b.
The interrelationships will only be considered when both a and b are not 0.

3.1.4. GBM operator
The GBM operator, introduced by Xia et al. [49], is the dual form of the BM operator. Its definition is as
follow:
Definition 9. Let Ξk (k = 1, 2, …, n) be a collection of non-negative real numbers and a and b be two
real numbers and a, b ≥ 0 but not at the same time a = b = 0. Then the aggregation function
1
n ( n 1)
1 n
GBM (1 ,  2 ,...,  n ) 
ai  b j 


a  b i , j 1

(8)

j i

is called the GBM operator. In this operator, the interrelationships between Ξi and Ξj are also considered by
assigning different values to a and b. The interrelationships will only be considered when both values of a
and b are not 0.

3.1.5. PA operator
The PA operator, introduced by Yager [51], can assign weights to the aggregated arguments via
calculating the degrees of support between these arguments. This makes it possible to reduce the negative
effect of the unduly high or unduly low argument values on the aggregation result. The formal definition of
the PA operator is as follow:
Definition 10. Let (Ξ1, Ξ2, …, Ξn) be a collection of crisp numbers, S(Ξi, Ξj) = 1 − D(Ξi, Ξj) (i, j = 1, 2,
…, n and j ≠ i; D(Ξi, Ξj) is the distance between Ξi and Ξj) be the degree of support for Ξi from Ξj which has
the following properties: (1) 0 ≤ S(Ξi, Ξj) ≤ 1; (2) S(Ξi, Ξj) = S(Ξj, Ξi); (3) S(Ξi, Ξj) ≥ S(Ξr, Ξs) if |Ξi−Ξj| ≤
|Ξr−Ξs|, and
T ( i ) 

n



j 1, j  i

S ( i ,  j )

(9)

Then the aggregation function
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n

PA(1 ,  2 ,...,  n ) 

  1  T ( )   
i

i 1

i

(10)

n

 1  T (i ) 
i 1

is called the PA operator.

3.2. FAWPBM operators
A FAWPBM operator of FNs is an aggregation operator of FNs combining the BM and PA operators
with weights, in which the sum, product, multiplication, and power operations are performed using the
operational rules of FNs based on ATNs and ATCs. Its formal definition is as follow:
Definition 11. Let Θ1, Θ2, …, Θn (Θi = <μi>, i = 1, 2, …, n) be n FNs, (Θ1, Θ2, …, Θn) be a collection of
Θ1, Θ2, …, Θn, a and b be two real numbers such that a, b ≥ 0 but not at the same time a = b = 0, Θi  Θj and
Θi  Θj (i, j = 1, 2, …, n) be respectively the sum and product operations of Θi and Θj based on ATNs and
ATCs, cΘr and Θsd (r, s = 1, 2, …, n; c, d > 0) be respectively the multiplication operation of Θr and the
power operation of Θs based on ATNs and ATCs, S(Θr, Θs) = 1 − D(Θr, Θs) (r, s = 1, 2, …, n and s ≠ r; D(Θr,
Θs) is the Euclidean distance between Θr and Θs) be the degree of support for Θr from Θs, w1, w2, …, wn be
respectively the weights of Θ1, Θ2, …, Θn such that 0 ≤ w1, w2, …, wn ≤ 1 and w1+w2+…+wn = 1, and
T ( r ) 

n



s 1, s  r

S ( r ,  s )

(11)

Then the aggregation function

n
b
1
a
FAWPBM ( a ,b ) (1 , 2 ,..., n )  
 (n i )i    (n j ) j 
 n(n  1) i
, j 1
j i




1



 a b




(12)

where
 i   wi 1  T (i )  

n

  w 1  T ( ) 
h 1

h

h



and  j  w j 1  T ( j ) 

   w 1  T ( ) 
n

h 1

h

h

is called the FAWPBM operator. In this operator, a and b are used to capture the interrelationships between
the aggregated FNs: (1) If a = 0 and b > 0 or a > 0 and b = 0, then the FNs are independent of each other; (2)
If a > 0 and b > 0, then the interrelationships between the FNs are considered.
According to Eq. (12) and the operational rules in Eq.s (3)‒(6), the following expression can be derived:

FAWPBM ( a ,b ) (1 , 2 ,..., n ) 
f

1


 1
ab





n
1

1 
f g
g f 1 af  g 1  (n i ) g ( i )    bf g 1  (n j ) g (  j ) 
 n(n  1) i
, j 1

j i



 







  

  

(13)

Eq. (13) is a generalised expression of the FAWPBM operator. If specific additive generators are assigned to f,
then specific expressions can be constructed according to this equation:


If f(t) = −Int, then g(t) = −In(1−t), f−1(t) = e−t, g−1(t)=1−e−t, and a fuzzy Archimedean Algebraic weighted
power BM (FAAWPBM) operator is constructed as
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FAAWPBM



( a ,b )

(1 , 2 ,..., n ) 
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1    1  1  1  i n i
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 1  1    
n j

a

j
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1
n ( n 1)
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(14)

If f(t) = In[(2−t)/t], then g(t) = In[(1+t)/(1−t)], f−1(t) = 2/(et+1), g−1(t) = (et−1)/(et+1), and a fuzzy
Archimedean Einstein weighted power BM (FAEWPBM) operator is constructed as
FAEWPBM ( a ,b ) (1 , 2 ,..., n )  2 (    1)

(15)

where
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n ( n 1)


 n
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b

If f(t) = In{[λ+(1−λ)t]/t} (λ > 0), then g(t) = In{[λ+(1−λ)(1−t)]/(1−t)}, f−1(t) = λ/(et+λ−1), g−1(t) =
(et−1)/(et+λ−1), and a fuzzy Archimedean Hamacher weighted power BM (FAHWPBM) operator is
constructed as
FAHWPBM ( a ,b ) (1 , 2 ,...,  n )   (      1)

(16)

where
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b

This operator will reduce to the FAAWPBM operator (see Eq. (14)) when λ= 1 and will reduce to the
FAEWPBM operator (see Eq. (15)) when λ= 2.


If f(t) = −In[(ε−1)/(εt−1)] (ε > 1), then g(t) = −In[(ε−1)/(ε1−t−1)], f−1(t) = logε[(ε−1+e−t)/e−t], g−1(t) =
1−logε[(ε−1+ e−t)/e−t], and a fuzzy Archimedean Frank weighted power BM (FAFWPBM) operator is
constructed as
1

FAFWPBM ( a,b) (1 , 2 , ..., n )  log 1      1 a b


1

  1 ab

where
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3.3. FAWPGBM operators
A FAWPGBM operator of FNs is an aggregation operator of FNs combining the GBM and PA operators
with weights, in which the sum, product, multiplication, and power operations are performed using the
operational rules of FNs based on ATNs and ATCs. Its formal definition is as follow:
Definition 12. On the basis of Def. 11, the aggregation function
FAWPGBM ( a ,b ) (1 , 2 ,..., n ) 


1  n
n
ain i  b j j
a  b  i
, j 1
 j i





1
n ( n 1)






(18)

is called the FAWPGBM operator. In this operator, the functions of a and b are the same as their functions in
the FAWPBM operator.
According to Eq. (18) and the operational rules in Eq.s (3)‒(6), the following expression can be derived:

FAWPGBM ( a ,b ) (1 , 2 ,..., n ) 



n
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 1
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g  f 1 
f g 1 ag  f 1  (n i ) f ( i )    bg f 1  (n j ) f (  j ) 
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b
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1







  

  

(19)

Eq. (19) is a generalised expression of the FAWPGBM operator. If specific additive generators are
assigned to f, then specific expressions can be constructed according to this equation:


If f(t) = −Int, then g(t) = −In(1−t), f−1(t) = e−t, g−1(t)=1−e−t, and a fuzzy Archimedean Algebraic weighted
power GBM (FAAWPGBM) operator is constructed as

FAAWPGBM



( a ,b )

(1 , 2 ,..., n ) 


  n
1  1    1  1  in i
  i , j 1 
  j i




1

 1   
a

n j
j
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1
n ( n 1)
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(20)

If f(t) = In[(2−t)/t], then g(t) = In[(1+t)/(1−t)], f−1(t) = 2/(et+1), g−1(t) = (et−1)/(et+1), and a fuzzy
Archimedean Einstein weighted power GBM (FAEWPGBM) operator is constructed as
FAEWPGBM ( a ,b ) (1 , 2 ,...,  n )  (    1) (    1)

where
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(21)
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b

If f(t) = In{[λ+(1−λ)t]/t} (λ > 0), then g(t) = In{[λ+(1−λ)(1−t)]/(1−t)}, f−1(t) = λ/(et+λ−1), g−1(t) =
(et−1)/(et+λ−1), and a fuzzy Archimedean Hamacher weighted power GBM (FAHWPGBM) operator is
constructed as
FAHWPGBM ( a ,b ) (1 , 2 ,...,  n )  (    1) (      1)

(22)

where
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This operator will reduce to the FAAWPGBM operator (see Eq. (20)) when λ= 1 and will reduce to the
FAEWPGBM operator (see Eq. (21)) when λ= 2.


If f(t) = −In[(ε−1)/(εt−1)] (ε > 1), then g(t) = −In[(ε−1)/(ε1−t−1)], f−1(t) = logε[(ε−1+e−t)/e−t], g−1(t) =
1−logε[(ε−1+ e−t)/e−t], and a fuzzy Archimedean Frank weighted power GBM (FAFWPGBM) operator is
constructed as
1

FAFWPGBM ( a,b) (1 , 2 ,..., n )  1  log 1   1    1 a b
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4. AM process selection approach
This section explains the details of an MCDM approach based on the constructed FAWPBM and
FAWPGBM operators for AM process selection. The schematic representation of this approach is shown in
Fig. 2. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the approach includes two parts that of process performance assessment
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and that of user preference assessment. In the first part, the alternative AM processes, types of process
parameters, and values of process parameters are respectively regarded as the alternatives, criteria, and values
of criteria of alternatives in MCDM. Based on this, a decision matrix is established. The matrix is
transformed into a fuzzy decision matrix using a ratio model and TFNs and the centroid function. By
normalisation, a normalised fuzzy decision matrix is obtained. In the second part, a risk attitude factor is
firstly introduced to linearly combine the constructed FAWPBM and FAWPGBM operators. Then the
combined operator is used to aggregate the fuzzy information in the normalised matrix. Finally, a rank of the
alternatives (i.e. alternative AM processes) are obtained via comparing the aggregation result.

Process performance assessment

User preference assessment

Candidate AM
processes

Values of process
parameters

Types of process
parameters

Relative
importance

Interrelationships
Effect of deviation

Generality and
flexibility

Alternatives

Values of criteria
of alternatives

Criteria

Weights

PBM and PGBM
operators of FNs

ATNs and ATCs

Ratio model

Decision matrix

TFNs and the
centroid function

Risk attitude
factor

FAWPBM
FAWPGBM

Ranking result

Fuzzy decision
matrix

Normalized
matrix

Combined
operator

Aggregation
result

Figure 2. The schematic diagram of the proposed AM process selection approach.

The present section is divided into three subsections. The first and second subsections respectively
explain the details of process performance assessment and user preference assessment. The third subsection
summarises these two parts and gives the specific steps of the proposed AM process selection approach.

4.1. Process performance assessment
Process performance assessment is the collection and quantification of the performance information of
an AM process. There are two tasks in it. One is the collection of the performance information, and the other
is the quantification of the collected information.
For the collection of the performance information, ISO 17296-3 [7] listed different types of the
performance parameters of the AM processes of metal, plastic, and ceramic parts, and Wang et al. [6] pointed
out that the performance information of an AM process can be collected from vendor documents, expert
experience, and benchmark data. In the existing approaches of AM process selection, different types of
performance parameters were considered, which have been comprehensively summarised by Wang et al., and
the values of the performance parameters were obtained from vendor documents, expert experience, or
benchmark data or more of them. In the proposed approach, the values of the performance parameters can
also be collected from these resources.
For the quantification of the collected information, there are a number of mathematical tools which have
been used, such as FN [23, 25, 29, 30, 32, 38], TFN [44], FN and TFN [22, 33, 42], interval number [24],
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ratio [31], grey number [35], mean and deviation [36], deviation and grey number [39], rough number and
triangular rough number [43], and Latin hypercube lattice [46]. Choosing the mathematical tools to quantify
the performance information should be carried out according to the technical basis of an AM process
selection approach. As the technical basis of the proposed approach is FS theory, FN, TFN, and FN and TFN
naturally become the alternative tools. According to the experience of Byun and Lee [22], Vahdani et al. [33],
and Kek [42], a FN is suitable for quantifying the performance information existing in the form of numerical
values, while a TFN is appropriate for quantifying the performance information described using linguistic
values. Therefore, both FN and TFN are applied in the quantification of the collected information in the
proposed approach. The specific application process mainly includes the following three steps:
The first step is to describe an AM process selection problem formally. In generally, an MCDM problem
can be described by a set of alternatives A = {A1, A2, …, Am}, a set of criteria C = {C1, C2, …, Cn}, and a
decision matrix
 v1,1 v1,2
v
v2,2
2,1
M 


vm,1 vm,2

v1, k 1
v2, k 1

v1, k
v2, k

v1, k 1
v2, k 1

vm,k 1

vm,k

vm,k 1

v1, n 
v2,n 


vm,n 

(24)

where A1, A2, …, Am are m different alternatives, C1, C2, …, Cn are n different criteria, vi,p (i = 1, 2, …, m; p =
1, 2, k−1) is the numerical value of the j criterion of the i alternative, and 𝑣̃ i,q (q = k, k+1, …, n) is the
linguistic value of the q criterion of the i alternative. According to the set A, the set C, and the matrix M, the
MCDM problem is described as: Making a decision with the help of a rank of the elements of A based on C
and M. For an AM process selection problem, the alternative AM processes, the types of performance
parameters, and the performance parameters can be respectively regarded as the alternatives (A1, A2, …, Am),
the criteria (C1, C2, …, Cn), and the values of the criteria (vi,p and 𝑣̃ i,q) of an MCDM problem. Based on this,
the AM process selection problem is described as: Selecting a proper AM process with the help of a rank of
the elements of A based on C and M.
The second step is to quantify the numerical values. To quantify the numerical values vi,p into FNs, a
ratio model is required, in which each vi,p is compared to a denominator which is a representation of A1, A2, …,
Am concerning Cp. Brauers et al. [66] considered the total ratio, Scharlig ratio, Weitendorf ratio, Van Delft and
Nijkamp ratio, Juttler ratio, Stopp ratio, Korth ratio, and Peldschus ratio models and found that the best ratio
model is the square root of the sum of squares of each alternative per criterion for such denominator. This
ratio model can be formally expressed as follow:

ri , p  vi , p

m

v
i 1

2
i, p

(25)

where ri,p is the ratio of vi,p. It is easy to prove that 0 ≤ ri,p ≤ 1. Thus, the numerical values vi,p can be
quantified as the FNs <ri,p>.
The third step is to quantify the linguistic values. The types of linguistic values used in the proposed
approach are cited from the approach of Byun and Lee [22], which are listed in Table 2. The TFNs for
quantifying the linguistic values are also listed in Table 2. Based on the TFNs, 𝑣̃ i,q can be quantified as the
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TFNs
∆i,q = <αi,q, βi,q, γi,q>

(26)

where <αi,q, βi,q, γi,q>{∆1, ∆2, ∆3, ∆4, ∆5, ∆6, ∆7, ∆8, ∆9}.
Table 2. The used linguistic values and the TFNs for quantifying them.
Linguistic values

Abbreviation

Triangular fuzzy number

very, very low

VVL

∆1 = <0/8, 0/8, 1/8>

very low

VL

∆2 = <0/8, 1/8, 2/8>

low

L

∆3 = <1/8, 2/8, 3/8>

slightly low

SL

∆4 = <2/8, 3/8, 4/8>

medium

M

∆5 = <3/8, 4/8, 5/8>

slightly high

SH

∆6 = <4/8, 5/8, 6/8>

high

H

∆7 = <5/8, 6/8, 7/8>

very high

VH

∆8 = <6/8, 7/8, 8/8>

very, very high

VVH

∆9 = <7/8, 8/8, 8/8>

4.2. User preference assessment
User preference assessment is the quantification of the overall user preference of each AM process based
on the assessment result of the performance of this process and generation of the ranking result of the
alternative AM processes. It was generally implemented via aggregating the performance assessment results
and comparing the aggregation result in most of the existing AM process selection approaches [6]. As the
result of the process performance assessment in the proposed approach is the matrix MN, user preference
assessment can be carried out by aggregating each row of the FNs in MN and comparing the aggregation
result of all rows.
To construct an aggregation operator that can capture the risk attitudes of users to aggregate a row of
FNs in MN, a risk attitude factor is introduced to linearly combine the constructed FAWPBM and FAWPGBM
operators:

AGG ( a ,b ) (1 , 2 ,..., n ) 

 FAWPBM ( a,b) (1 , 2 ,..., n )  (1   ) FAWPGBM ( a,b) (1 , 2 ,..., n )

(27)

where FAWPBM is a specific FAWPBM operator, such as one of the specific operators in Eq.s (14)−(17),
FAWPGBM is the dual operator of the specific operator in FAWPBM, such as one of the specific operator in
Eq. (20)−(23), and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is a risk attitude factor that denotes the degree of risk attitude of a user. Since the
BM and GBM operators generate opposite expectations [49], α = 0, α = 0.25, α = 0.5, α = 0.75, and α = 1 can
be used to denote pessimistic, moderately pessimistic, neutral, moderately optimistic, and optimistic attitudes
or optimistic, moderately optimistic, neutral, moderately pessimistic, and pessimistic attitudes, respectively.
In Eq. (26), the relative importance of the n criteria is considered via assigning different values to w1,
w2, …, wn. The interrelationships between the n criteria are taken into account by assigning different values to
a and b. The influence of the distortion of performance parameter values on the aggregation result is reduced
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via the combined PA operator. The risk attitudes of users are captured by assigning different values to α. The
generality and flexibility of fuzzy information aggregation is enhanced via using different ATNs and ATCs to
compute the sums, products, multiplications, and powers.
As the assignment of the weights has been studied in depth in the literature and the pairwise comparison
method has been widely leveraged to assign the weights in the existing AM process selection approaches (see
Table 1), this method can also be used to assign the weights w1, w2, …, wn in the proposed approach. Of
course, the weights can also be directly assigned by users. The assignment of a and b can be studied via
experiments, it will be discussed in the next section. The assignment of α is based on the actual risk attitudes
of users.
Using Eq. (27), each row of FNs in MN is aggregated into a single FN. Then a rank of all alternative AM
processes is generated by comparing the degrees of membership of the aggregated FNs of these processes.

4.3. Specific steps of the approach
Based on the above explanation of the details of process performance assessment and user preference
assessment, specific steps of the proposed AM process selection approach are listed as follows:
Step 1. Construct a decision matrix. According to the given alternative AM processes, values of the
selection criteria of these processes, and Eq. (1), a decision matrix M is established.
Step 2. Quantify the values of the selection criteria in the decision matrix. For the values of the criteria
in M, the ratio model in Eq. (25) is used to transformed them into FNs <ri,p> if they are numerical values, and
the TFNs in Eq. (26) is leveraged to transformed them into TFNs <αi,q, βi,q, γi,q> if they are linguistic values.
Step 3. Construct a fuzzy decision matrix. Through Step 2, M is transformed into a matrix whose
elements are FNs and TFNs. To construct a fuzzy decision matrix, the TFNs are needed to be transformed
into FNs. In this transformation, the ratio model in Eq. (25) and the centroid function are simultaneously used
[22, 33]:
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ri ,q 
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 i ,q



m


i 1

2
i ,q

i ,q



m


i 1

2
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 i ,q
m


i 1

2
i ,q








(28)

where 𝑟̃ i,q is the ratio of 𝑣̃ i,q. It is easy to prove that 0 ≤ 𝑟̃ i,q ≤ 1. Thus, the TFNs ∆i,q = <αi,q, βi,q, γi,q> can be
transformed into the FNs <𝑟̃ i,q>. Based on this, the fuzzy decision matrix is constructed as:
MF = [<ri,p>, <𝑟̃ i,q>]m×n

(29)

Step 4. Normalise the fuzzy decision matrix. Each MCDM problem has two types of criteria, i.e. benefit
criteria and cost criteria, where the former has positive effect on decision making and the latter has negative
effect. To remove such effects, the fuzzy decision matrix MF is normalised as:
  i , j  ,
if C j is a benefit criterion
 m n

M N  i , j   
m n
  1  i , j  , if C j is a cost criterion
m n


where j = 1, 2, …, k−1, k, k+1,…, n.
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(30)

Step 5. Compute the power weights of Θi,j. The power weights of Θi,j are calculated via

 i, j

n


w j 1   1  D(i , j , i ,r )  
 r 1, r  j


n 
n


 wt 1   1  D(i ,t , i , s )   

t 1 
 s 1, s  t


(31)

where D(Θi,j, Θi,r) and D(Θi,t, Θi,s) are respectively the Euclidean distance of Θi,j and Θi,r and Θi,t and Θi,s,
which can be calculated using Eq. (1).
Step 6. Calculate the overall user preference of each AM process. Taking the normalised matrix MN and
the power weights ϖi,j as input, the overall user preference of each AM process is computed via Eq. (27).
Step 7. Generate a rank of all alternative AM processes. Based on the computed overall user preferences,
a rank of all alternative AM processes is generated according to the comparison rules of FNs.
Step 8. Select an appropriate AM process. A proper AM process is selected according to the generated
rank.

5. Examples, experiments, and comparisons
In this section, the working procedure of the proposed approach is firstly illustrated via four AM process
selection examples. Then a set of sensitivity analysis experiments are carried out to explore the effect of
different specific operators, different criterion weights, and different auxiliary parameters on the aggregation
and ranking results. Finally, qualitative and quantitative comparisons between the proposed approach and
some existing approaches are carried out to demonstrate the feasibility, effectiveness, and advantages of the
approach.

5.1. AM process selection examples
Example 1: The first example was developed by Byun and Lee [22]. It is a classic AM process selection
example that has been used and compared by a number of researchers including Rao and Padmanabhan [25],
Rao and Patel [29], Chakraborty [31], Vahdani et al. [33], Ic [34], Mahapatra and Panda [35], Zhang and
Bernard [39], Zhang et al. [40], and Zheng et al. [43]. In this example, there are six alternative AM processes
(machines). They are SLA3500, SLS2500, FDM8000, LOM1015, Quadra, and Z402. The selection criteria of
these processes are six different types of performance parameters, which are dimensional accuracy (i.e.
dimensional tolerance), surface roughness, tensile strength, elongation, part cost, and build time. The values
of these parameters of the six alternative AM processes, which are listed in Table 3, were obtained from
actual experiments and expert experience. The relative importance of the six types of performance parameters
are measured by the six weights in w = {0.1113, 0.1113, 0.0634, 0.0634, 0.3253, 0.3253}, which were
computed by an analytic hierarchy process method developed by Byun and Lee [22].
Table 3. The values of the six types of performance parameters of the six alternative AM processes in Example 1. Units:
Dimensional accuracy (μm); Surface roughness (μm); Tensile strength (Mpa); Elongation (%). Source: The data in this
table was cited from [22, 25].
AM process

(C1) Accuracy

(C2) Roughness

(C3) Strength
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(C4) Elongation

(C5) Part cost

(C6) Build time

(A1) SLA3500

120

6.5

65

5.0

VH

M

(A2) SLS2500

150

12.5

40

8.5

VH

M

(A3) FDM8000

125

21.0

30

10.0

H

VH

(A4) LOM1015

185

20.0

25

10.0

SH

SL

(A5) Quadra

95

3.5

30

6.0

VH

SL

(A6) Z402

600

15.5

5

1.0

VVL

VL

Example 2. The second example was developed by Wilson and Rosen [24]. In this example, there are
six alternative AM processes. They are DMD (Direct Metal Deposition), DMLS (Direct Metal Laser
Sintering), EBM (Electron Beam Melting), LENS (Laser Engineered Net Shaping), SLM (Selective Laser
Melting), and SLS (Selective Laser Sintering). The selection criteria of these processes are ultimate tensile
strength, Rockwell hardness, density, detail capability, geometric complexity, build time, and part cost. The
values of these criteria of the six alternative AM processes are listed in Table 4. The relative importance of
the seven criteria are measured by the seven weights in w = {0.167, 0.144, 0.071, 0.024, 0.214, 0.190, 0.190}.
Table 4. The values of the seven selection criteria of the six alternative AM processes in Example 2. Units: Ultimate
tensile strength (Mpa); Rockwell hardness (HRc); Density (%); Detail capability (mm); Geometric complexity (nmu);
Build time (hrs); Part cost ($). Source: The data in this table was cited from [24].
AM process

(C1) Strength

(C2) Hardness

(C3) Density

(C4) Capability

(C5) Complexity

(C6) Build time

(C7) Part cost

(A1) DMD

1800

53

100

1.016

6

25.44

77.78

(A2) DMLS

600

21

95

0.300

10

41.47

1150.18

(A3) EBM

1430

50

100

1.200

10

10.41

315.03

(A4) LENS

1703

53

100

0.762

6

5.03

145.51

(A5) SLM

2000

60

99.5

0.150

10

27.45

679.15

(A6) SLS

606

15

100

0.600

10

41.47

453.27

Example 3: The third example was developed by Zhang and Bernard [39]. In this example, there are six
alternative combinations of AM processes (machines). They are 3D Systems Viper & Protogen 18420, 3D
Systems Viper & Somos Next, M3 Linear & CL 20-316L, EOSCINT & PA 2200, EOSCINT & PA 3200 GF,
and APCAMA2 & Ti6A/4v ELI. The selection criteria of these processes are cost, roughness, build time,
tensile or yield strength, and density. The values of these criteria of the six alternative combinations of AM
processes are listed in Table 5. The relative importance of the five criteria are measured by the five weights in
w = {0.15, 0.15, 0.50, 0.10, 0.10}.
Table 5. The values of the five selection criteria of the six alternative combinations of AM processes in Example 3.
Units: Cost (€); Roughness (μm); Build time (hrs); Tensile or yield strength (MPa); Density (g/cm3). Source: The data in
this table was cited from [39].
AM process

(C1) Cost

(C2) Roughness

(C3) Build time

(C4) Strength

(C5) Density

(A1) 3D Systems Viper & Protogen 18420

47.70

3.49

5.40

61.38

1.20

(A2) 3D Systems Viper & Somos Next

35.08

7.80

2.32

55.10

1.17

(A3) M3 Linear & CL 20-316L

211.42

3.12

6.66

475.00

7.80
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(A4) EOSCINT & PA 2200

146.14

19.03

3.40

47.22

1.05

(A5) EOSCINT & PA 3200 GF

146.14

19.81

3.40

37.92

1.32

(A6) APCAMA2 & Ti6A/4v ELI

481.78

24.96

9.02

936.60

4.42

Example 4. The fourth example was developed by Kadkhoda-Ahmadi et al. [47]. In this example, there
are six alternative AM processes (machines). They are Fortus 360 mc, Fortus 450 mc, Fortus 900 mc, Sigma
R17, Sigmax, and Replicator Z18. The selection criteria of these processes are total cost, total build time, and
accuracy performance. The values of these criteria of the six alternative AM processes are listed in Table 6.
The relative importance of the three criteria are measured by the three weights in w = {0.6700, 0.2475,
0.0825}.
Table 6. The values of the three selection criteria of the six alternative AM processes in Example 4. Units: Total cost ($);
Total build time (hrs); Accuracy performance (mm). Source: The data in this table was cited from [47].
AM process

(C1) Total cost

(C2) Total build time

(C3) Accuracy performance

(A1) Fortus 360 mc

24923

3807

0.21

(A2) Fortus 450 mc

15314

1531

0.21

(A3) Fortus 900 mc

4140

353

0.20

(A4) Sigma R17

11081

2757

1.56

(A5) Sigmax

3418

623

1.56

(A6) Replicator Z18

32379

9501

1.66

Based on the known conditions above, selection of a proper AM process in each example can be carried
out using the proposed approach. For instance, with the process performance information in Table 3 and the
weights in w, a selection among the six alternative AM processes in Example 1 is carried out according to the
following eight steps:
Step 1. Construct a decision matrix. According to the given alternative AM processes, the values of the
selection criteria of these processes in Table 3, and Eq. (1), a decision matrix is established as follow:

120
150

125
M 
185
 95

600

6.5
12.5
21.0
20.0
3.5
15.5

65
40
30
25
30
5

5.0
8.5
10.0
10.0
6.0
1.0

VH
VH
H
SH
VH
VVL

M
M 
VH 

SL 
SL 

VL 

Step 2. Quantify the values of the selection criteria in the decision matrix. For the numerical values in
the former four columns of M, the ratio model in Eq. (25) is used to transformed them into FNs. For the
linguistic values in the latter two columns of M, the TFNs in Eq. (26) is leveraged to transformed them into
TFNs. The transformation results are listed in the following matrix:
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 <0.1777>
 <0.2222>

 <0.1852>
MT  
 <0.2740>
 <0.1407>

 <0.8887>

<0.1808>
<0.3478>
<0.5842>
<0.5564>
<0.0974>
<0.4312>

<0.7145>
<0.4397>
<0.3298>
<0.2748>
<0.3298>
<0.0550>

<0.2735>
<0.4649>
<0.5470>
<0.5470>
<0.3282>
<0.0547>

<6/8, 7/8, 8/8>
<6/8, 7/8, 8/8>
<5/8, 6/8, 7/8>
<4/8, 5/8, 6/8>
<6/8, 7/8, 8/8>
<0/8, 0/8, 1/8>

<3/8, 4/8, 5/8> 
<3/8, 4/8, 5/8> 
<6/8, 7/8, 8/8> 

<2/8, 3/8, 4/8> 
<2/8, 3/8, 4/8> 

<0/8, 1/8, 2/8> 

Step 3. Construct a fuzzy decision matrix. Using Eq. (28), the TFNs in MF are transformed into FNs.
Based on this, a fuzzy decision matrix is constructed as follow:

 <0.1777>
 <0.2222>

 <0.1852>
MF  
 <0.2740>
 <0.1407>

 <0.8887>

<0.1808>
<0.3478>
<0.5842>
<0.5564>
<0.0974>
<0.4312>

<0.7145>
<0.4397>
<0.3298>
<0.2748>
<0.3298>
<0.0550>

<0.2735>
<0.4649>
<0.5470>
<0.5470>
<0.3282>
<0.0547>

<0.4198>
<0.4198>
<0.3599>
<0.2999>
<0.4198>
<0.0200>

<0.3266> 
<0.3266> 
<0.5715> 

<0.2449> 
<0.2449> 

<0.0816> 

Step 4. Normalise the fuzzy decision matrix. As tensile strength and elongation are benefit criteria (the
bigger their values, the better) and dimensional accuracy, surface roughness, part cost, and build time are cost
criteria (the smaller their values, the better), the fuzzy decision matrix MF was normalised into the following
matrix according to Eq. (30):

M N  i , j 
66

 <0.8223>
 <0.7778>

 <0.8148>

 <0.7260>
 <0.8593>

 <0.1113>

<0.8192>
<0.6522>
<0.4158>
<0.4436>
<0.9026>
<0.5688>

<0.7145>
<0.4397>
<0.3298>
<0.2748>
<0.3298>
<0.0550>

<0.2735>
<0.4649>
<0.5470>
<0.5470>
<0.3282>
<0.0547>

<0.5802>
<0.5802>
<0.6401>
<0.7001>
<0.5802>
<0.9800>

<0.6734> 
<0.6734> 
<0.4285> 

<0.7551> 
<0.7551> 

<0.9184> 

Step 5. Compute the power weights of Θi,j. According to Eq. (31), The power weights of Θi,j are
calculated and listed in the following matrix:

 i , j 
66

 0.1108
0.1037

0.0957

 0.1133
 0.1094

 0.1304

0.1111
0.1134
0.1149
0.1098
0.1052
0.1304

0.0659
0.0606
0.0611
0.0539
0.0583
0.0720

0.0479
0.0618
0.0658
0.0652
0.0582
0.0720

0.3261
0.3315
0.3252
0.3345
0.3345
0.2851

0.3383
0.3289 
0.3374 

0.3234 
0.3345

0.3101

Step 6. Calculate the overall user preference of each AM process. Taking MN and [ϖi,j]6×6 as input, the
overall user preference of each AM process is computed via Eq. (27). Without loss of generality2, the
FAHWPBM operator in Eq. (16) and the FAHWPGBM operator in Eq. (22) (when adapting the auxiliary
parameters, λ = 10, a = 1, b = 2, and α = 0.5) are used in Eq. (27) to complete the computation. The computed
results are listed as follows:
2

It is worth nothing that FAHWPBM in Eq. (16) is the generalisation of FAAWPBM in Eq. (14) and FAEWPBM in Eq. (15), and
FAHWPGBM in Eq. (22) is the generalisation of FAAWPGBM in Eq. (20) and FAEWPGBM in Eq. (21).
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Θ1 = <0.5911>, Θ2 = <0.5774>, Θ3 = <0.5210>, Θ4 = <0.6335>, Θ5 = <0.6132>, Θ6 = <0.6393>
Step 7. Generate a rank of all alternative AM processes. According to the computed overall user
preferences and the comparison rules of FNs, a rank of all alternative AM processes is generated as follow:
A6 (Z402) ≻ A4 (LOM1015) ≻ A5 (Quadra) ≻ A1 (SLA3500) ≻ A2 (SLS2500) ≻ A3 (FDM8000)
Step 8. Select an appropriate AM process. According to the generated rank, the AM process A6 (Z402) is
selected.
Similarly, the AM process selection issues in Examples 2−4 can also be addressed by the eight steps
above. The aggregation, ranking, and selection results of the four illustrative examples are shown in Table 7.
Table 7. The aggregation, ranking, and selection results of Examples 1−4. Notes: In Example 1, C1, C2, C5, and C6 are
cost criteria and C3 and C4 are benefit criteria; In Example 2, C1, C2, C4, and C5 are benefit criteria and C3, C6, and C7 are
cost criteria; In Example 3, C1, C2, C3, and C5 are cost criteria and C4 is benefit criterion; In Example 4, C1, C2, and C3
are cost criteria; The FAHWPBM operator in Eq. (16) and the FAHWPGBM operator in Eq. (22) (when adapting the
auxiliary parameters, λ = 10, a = 1, b = 2, and α = 0.5) are used in Eq. (27) to complete the computation in every
example.
Calculated degrees of memberships of alternative AM processes

Generated rank of alternative

Selection

μ1

μ2

μ3

μ4

μ5

μ6

AM processes

result

Example 1

0.5911

0.5774

0.5210

0.6335

0.6132

0.6393

A6 ≻ A4 ≻ A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A3

A6

Example 2

0.5465

0.3335

0.5753

0.5697

0.5321

0.4245

A3 ≻ A4 ≻ A1 ≻ A5 ≻ A6 ≻ A2

A3

Example 3

0.6282

0.7207

0.5295

0.5959

0.5913

0.4355

A2 ≻ A1 ≻ A4 ≻ A5 ≻ A3 ≻ A6

A2

Example 4

0.5283

0.7010

0.8716

0.6872

0.8447

0.2920

A3 ≻ A5 ≻ A2 ≻ A4 ≻ A1 ≻ A6

A3

Example

5.2. Sensitivity analysis experiments
To study the influence of different specific operators, different criterion weights, and different auxiliary
parameters on the aggregation and ranking results, the following five sensitivity analysis experiments were
carried out:
Experiment 1. The purpose of this experiment is to show the influence of different specific operators on
the aggregation and ranking results. In the experiment, the constructed FAAWPBM and FAAWPGBM (see
Eq.s (14) and (20)), FAEWPBM and FAEWPGBM (see Eq.s (15) and (21)), FAHWPBM and FAHWPGBM
(see Eq.s (16) and (22)), and FAFWPBM and FAFWPGBM (see Eq.s (17) and (23)) operators (When
adapting the auxiliary parameters, a = 1, b = 2, λ = ε = 10, and α = 0.5) were used in each example in
subsection 4.1. The results are the calculated degrees of membership of the alternative AM processes and the
generated ranks of them. Such results of the four examples are depicted in Fig. 3. From the figure, it can be
seen that there is slight difference among the degrees of membership of the same alternative AM process
computed by Algebraic and Einstein operators, and so do the generated ranks. These show that the adoption
of Algebraic operator or Einstein operator has no significant effect on the aggregation and rankings results. In
addition, the generated ranks could change when Hamacher operator or Frank operator was used. This relies
on the values of the flexible auxiliary parameters λ and ε in them. The influence of the values on the ranking
results will be studied in Experiment 4. Since the Hamacher operator is more generalised than the Algebraic,
Einstein, and Frank operators, the following experiments and quantitative comparisons will only use the
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FAHWPBM and FAHWPGBM operators.

(a) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 1

(b) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 2

(c) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 3

(d) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 4

Figure 3. The result of Experiment 1.

Experiment 2. This experiment aims to illustrate the influence of different criterion weights on the
aggregation and ranking results. The weights of criteria are the quantification of the relative importance of
criteria in the proposed approach. The greater the weight of a criterion, the more important it is. In the
experiment, six different groups of weights, which are listed in Table 8, and the values of criteria in each of
the four examples in subsection 4.1 were taken as the input of the proposed approach (The FAHWPBM and
FAHWPGBM operators were selected and a = 1, b = 2, λ = 10, and α = 0.5). The results are the calculated
degrees of membership of the alternative AM processes and the generated ranks of them. Such results of the
four examples are depicted in Fig. 4. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the best AM process and the ranks of
alternative AM processes may vary with respect to different groups of weights in each example. This means
that users can obtain different ranks and best AM processes via adjusting the relative importance of
performance parameter types according to their preferences.
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Table 8. Six groups of weights in each of the four AM process selection examples.
No.

w in Example 1

w in Example 2

w in Example 3

w in Example 4

1

(0.40, 0.40, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05)

(0.40, 0.40, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04)

(0.6, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1)

(0.80, 0.10, 0.10)

2

(0.05, 0.05, 0.40, 0.40, 0.05, 0.05)

(0.04, 0.04, 0.40, 0.04, 0.40, 0.04, 0.04)

(0.1, 0.1, 0.6, 0.1, 0.1)

(0.10, 0.80, 0.10)

3

(0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.40, 0.40)

(0.04, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04, 0.40, 0.40)

(0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.6)

(0.10, 0.10, 0.80)

4

(0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.10, 0.10)

(0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.10, 0.10, 0.10, 0.10)

(0.3, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1)

(0.45, 0.45, 0.10)

5

(0.20, 0.20, 0.10, 0.10, 0.20, 0.20)

(0.10, 0.10, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.10, 0.10)

(0.1, 0.3, 0.2, 0.3, 0.1)

(0.45, 0.10, 0.45)

6

(0.10, 0.10, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20)

(0.10, 0.10, 0.10, 0.10, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20)

(0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.3)

(0.10, 0.45, 0.45)

(a) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 1

(b) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 2

(c) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 3

(d) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 4

Figure 4. The result of Experiment 2.

Experiment 3. The purpose of this experiment is to explore the effect of different values of a and b on
the aggregation and ranking results. In the proposed approach, the interrelationships between criteria are
reflected via the auxiliary parameters a and b. When one of them takes 0, the interrelationships will not be
taken into account. When both of them do not take 0, the interrelationships will be considered. In the
experiment, nine different groups of a and b, which are shown in Fig. 5, and the weight set w and the values
of criteria in each of the four examples in subsection 4.1 were used as the input of the proposed approach
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(The FAHWPBM and FAHWPGBM operators were selected and λ = 10 and α = 0.5). The results are the
calculated degrees of membership of the alternative AM processes and the generated ranks of them. Such
results of the four examples are also shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen from the figure that the most desirable
AM process and the ranks of alternative AM processes may vary with respect to different groups of a and b in
each example. This signifies that users can achieve different ranks by specifying the interrelationships of
performance parameter types according to the specific situation when using the proposed approach. In
general, users can assign a = 0 and b = 1 or a = 0 and b = 2 if all criteria are independent of each other, and
can specify a = 1 and b = 1 or a = 1 and b = 2 if there are interrelationships between different criteria.

(a) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 1

(b) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 2

(c) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 3

(d) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 4

Figure 5. The result of Experiment 3.

Experiment 4. This experiment was carried out to study the effect of different values of λ on the
aggregation and ranking results. The flexibility of the proposed approach is reflected in the fact that the
approach allows users to adapt specific arguments to find an aggregation operator which can generate a stable
rank for each specific AM process selection problem. To be more specific, users can find suitable operators
for a specific problem via adapting the auxiliary parameter λ in the Hamacher operators or the auxiliary
parameter ε in the Frank operators when using the approach. The experiment took the adaption of λ in the
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Hamacher operators as an example to illustrate such flexibility. In the experiment, the value of λ was assigned
from 1 to 503, and the weight set w and the values of criteria in each of the four examples in subsection 4.1
were used as the input of the proposed approach (The FAHWPBM and FAHWPGBM operators were selected
and a = 1, b = 2, and α = 0.5). The results are the calculated degrees of membership of the alternative AM
processes and the generated ranks of them. Such results of the four examples are depicted in Fig. 6. As can be
seen from Fig. 6, the best alternative in the four examples becomes stable from λ = 10, λ = 5, λ = 1, and λ = 1,
respectively. This means that users can obtain a stable rank for each AM process selection problem via
adapting λ in the Hamacher operators when using the proposed approach. In some of the existing MCDM
methods (e.g. the methods in [61−65]), λ can be used as an optimistic factor. The greater its value, the more
optimistic the risk attitude of users. But this does not hold in the proposed approach. In practical application
of the approach, users can also directly assign a relatively large value (e.g. 10, 20, 30) to λ. According to the
result of the experiment, users can assign 10 or 20 to λ.

(a) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 1

(b) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 2

(c) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 3

(d) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 4

Figure 6. The result of Experiment 4.

3

The value of λ is generally taken from 1, although it only needs to be greater than 0 theoretically.
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Experiment 5. This experiment aims to the show the influence of different values of α on the
aggregation and ranking results. The auxiliary parameter α is used to capture the risk attitudes of users. It can
be a pessimistic factor or an optimistic factor for a specific problem. In the experiment, the AM process
selection problems in the four examples in subsection 4.1 are taken as examples to illustrate the role of α. To
be more specific, the value of α was respectively assigned 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, and the weight set w and
the values of criteria in each of the four examples were used as the input of the proposed approach (The
FAHWPBM and FAHWPGBM operators were selected and a = 1, b = 2, and λ = 10). The results are the
calculated degrees of membership of the alternative AM processes and the generated ranks of them. Such
results of the four examples are shown in Fig. 7. From the figure, it can be seen that the degree of
membership of the best alternative in Examples 1, 2, and 3 gradually increases and the degree of membership
of the best alternative in Example 4 gradually decrease as the value of α increases. This signifies that α is an
optimistic factor for the AM process selection problems in Examples 1, 2, and 3 and is a pessimistic factor for
the problem in Example 4. It can also be seen from Fig. 7 that the best alternative could change as the value
of α changes, which means that the ranking results could be affected by the risk attitudes of users. In general,
a neutral attitude is applied and α is set 0.5.

(a) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 1

(b) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 2

(c) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 3

(d) Aggregation and ranking results of Example 4

Figure 7. The result of Experiment 5.
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5.3. Comparisons
5.3.1. Qualitative comparison
In general, a qualitative comparison between different AM process selection approaches can be made via
comparing their characteristics [6]. Section 2 divided the existing approaches into database based approaches
[8−12], knowledge engineering based approaches [13−19], and MCDM based approaches [20−47] and
briefly described the major characteristics of each category of approaches. In a nutshell, the database based
approaches can offer feasible means to aid AM process selection, but too much user interaction is needed and
the modelling of process performance and user preferences are not considered. The knowledge engineering
based approaches can reduce the user interaction to some extent, but their performance depends on whether
the reasoning rules or knowledge is comprehensive enough. The MCDM based approaches addressed this
issue on the basis of a set of types of process performance parameters and their values, which can be achieved
from vendor documents, benchmark data, and expert experience. Since the proposed approach is a MCDM
based approach, a detailed comparison among the characteristics of the existing MCDM based approaches
and the proposed approach was carried out. The result of the comparison is listed in Table 9.
Table 9. The result of the qualitative comparison.

MCDM based approach

Consider the
relative
importance of
criteria

Capture the
interrelationships
between criteria

Offer desirable
generality and
flexibility

Capture
the risk
attitudes
of users

Reduce the
effect of the
deviation of
criterion values

Braglia and Petroni (1999) [20]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Xu et al. (2001) [21]

No

No

No

No

No

Byun and Lee (2005) [22]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Mahesh et al. (2005) [23]

No

No

No

No

No

Wilson and Rosen (2005) [24]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Rao and Padmanabhan (2007) [25]

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Armillotta (2008) [26]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Borille et al. (2010) [27]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Lokesh and Jain (2010) [28]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Rao and Patel (2010) [29]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Zhou and Chen (2010) [30]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Chakraborty (2011) [31]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Khrais et al. (2011) [32]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Vahdani et al. (2011) [33]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Ic (2012) [34]

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Mahapatra and Panda (2013) [35]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Roberson et al. (2013) [36]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Liao et al. (2014) [37]

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Vinodh et al. (2014) [38]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Zhang and Bernard (2014) [39]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Zhang et al. (2014) [40]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Mancanares et al. (2015) [41]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Kek (2016) [42]

Yes

No

No

No

No
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Zheng et al. (2017) [43]

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Anand and Vinodh (2018) [44]

Yes

No

No

No

No

uz Zaman et al. (2018) [45]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Wang et al. (2018) [46]

Yes

No

No

No

No

Kadkhoda-Ahmadi et al. (2019) [47]

Yes

No

No

No

No

The proposed approach

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

As can be seen from Table 9, most of the existing MCDM based approaches provide effective means to
model the relative importance of performance parameter types. In addition, the approaches of Rao and
Padmanabhan, Ic, Liao et al., and Zheng et al. also included the consideration of the interrelationships
between performance parameter types in their models. However, none of the listed approaches can provide
satisfying generality and flexibility, capture the risk attitudes of users, and reduce the influence of the
deviation of criterion values. Compared to the listed existing approaches, the proposed approach not only
considers the relative importance and interrelationships of performance parameter types (which has been
respectively demonstrated in Experiments 2 and 3), but more importantly it provides a generalised and
flexible way to aggregate the values of performance parameter types (which has been demonstrated in
Experiments 1 and 4) and has the capabilities to capture the risk attitudes of users in its decision-making
model (which has been demonstrated in Experiment 5) and to reduce the negative effect of biased criterion
values on the aggregation result (which will be demonstrated in the following quantitative comparisons).

5.3.2. Quantitative comparisons
A quantitative comparison between different AM process selection approaches is usually carried out
using specific AM process selection examples. To this end, the four examples in subsection 4.1 were
leveraged to carry out quantitative comparisons between some existing MCDM based approaches and the
proposed approach. To be more specific, since Example 1 has been used to evaluate the approaches of Byun
and Lee [22], Rao and Padmanabhan [25], Rao and Patel [29], Chakraborty [31], Vahdani et al. [33], Ic [34],
Zhang and Bernard [39], Zhang et al. [40], and Zheng et al. [43], this example was leveraged to compare
these approaches and the proposed approach quantitatively. In addition, Examples 2, 3, and 4 were
respectively used to make quantitative comparisons between the approach of Wilson and Rosen [24] and the
proposed approach, the approach of Zhang and Bernard [39] and the proposed approach, and the approach of
Kadkhoda-Ahmadi et al. [47] and the proposed approach. The details and results of the quantitative
comparisons are shown in Table 10.
Table 10. The details and results of the quantitative comparisons. Notes: A stable rank generated by the FAHWPBM and
FAHWPGBM operators (when adapting the auxiliary parameters, λ = 11, a = 1, b = 2, and α = 0.5) is used as the rank of
alternative AM processes of the proposed approach when the weight set is {0.3190, 0.3190, 0.1290, 0.1290, 0.0520,
0.0520}. The ranking results in Table 7 are taken as the ranks generated by the proposed approach under other situations.
Example

AM process selection approach

Relative importance of performance parameter types

Generated rank of
alternative AM processes

Example 1

Rao and Padmanabhan [25]

Criteria C5, C6 > Criteria C1, C2 > Criteria C3, C4

A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A 4 ≻ A3 ≻ A6

Vahdani et al. (2011) [33]

Criteria C5, C6 > Criteria C1, C2 > Criteria C3, C4

A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A 4 ≻ A3 ≻ A6

Byun and Lee [22]

{0.1113, 0.1113, 0.0634, 0.0634, 0.3253, 0.3253}

A6 ≻ A4 ≻ A5 ≻ A 1 ≻ A2 ≻ A3
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Example 1

Example 2

Example 3

Example 4

Zhang and Bernard [39]

{0.1113, 0.1113, 0.0634, 0.0634, 0.3253, 0.3253}

A6 ≻ A5 ≻ A4 ≻ A 1 ≻ A2 ≻ A3

Zhang et al. [40]

{0.1113, 0.1113, 0.0634, 0.0634, 0.3253, 0.3253}

A6 ≻ A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A 4 ≻ A2 ≻ A3

Zheng et al. [43]

{0.1110, 0.1110, 0.0560, 0.0560, 0.3330, 0.3330}

A6 ≻ A5 ≻ A4 ≻ A 1 ≻ A2 ≻ A3

The proposed approach

{0.1113, 0.1113, 0.0634, 0.0634, 0.3253, 0.3253}

A6 ≻ A4 ≻ A5 ≻ A 1 ≻ A2 ≻ A3

Rao and Padmanabhan [25]

Criteria C1, C2 > Criteria C3, C4 > Criteria C5, C6

A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A 4 ≻ A3 ≻ A6

Byun and Lee [22]

{0.3190, 0.3190, 0.1290, 0.1290, 0.0520, 0.0520}

A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A 3 ≻ A4 ≻ A6

Rao and Patel [29]

{0.3185, 0.3185, 0.1291, 0.1291, 0.0524, 0.0524}

A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A 3 ≻ A4 ≻ A6

Ic [34]

{0.3185, 0.3185, 0.1291, 0.1291, 0.0524, 0.0524}

A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A 4 ≻ A3 ≻ A6

Chakraborty [31]

{0.3185, 0.3185, 0.1291, 0.1291, 0.0524, 0.0524}

A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A 3 ≻ A4 ≻ A6

Zhang and Bernard [39]

{0.3190, 0.3190, 0.1290, 0.1290, 0.0520, 0.0520}

A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A 3 ≻ A4 ≻ A6

Zhang et al. [40]

{0.3190, 0.3190, 0.1290, 0.1290, 0.0520, 0.0520}

A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A 3 ≻ A4 ≻ A6

The proposed approach

{0.3190, 0.3190, 0.1290, 0.1290, 0.0520, 0.0520}

A5 ≻ A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A 3 ≻ A4 ≻ A6

Wilson and Rosen [24]

{0.167, 0.144, 0.071, 0.024, 0.214, 0.190, 0.190}

A3 ≻ A5 ≻ A4 ≻ A 1 ≻ A6 ≻ A2

The proposed approach

{0.167, 0.144, 0.071, 0.024, 0.214, 0.190, 0.190}

A3 ≻ A4 ≻ A1 ≻ A 5 ≻ A6 ≻ A2

Zhang and Bernard [39]

{0.15, 0.15, 0.50, 0.10, 0.10}

A1 ≻ A2 ≻ A3 ≻ A 4 ≻ A5 ≻ A6

The proposed approach

{0.15, 0.15, 0.50, 0.10, 0.10}

A2 ≻ A1 ≻ A4 ≻ A 5 ≻ A3 ≻ A6

Kadkhoda-Ahmadi et al. [47]

{0.6700, 0.2475, 0.0825}

A3 ≻ A5 ≻ A2 ≻ A 4 ≻ A1 ≻ A6

The proposed approach

{0.6700, 0.2475, 0.0825}

A3 ≻ A5 ≻ A2 ≻ A 4 ≻ A1 ≻ A6

As can be seen from Table 10, the rank of the proposed approach is exactly the same as the rank of Byun
and Lee and just has difference at the second, third, and fourth places with the ranks of Zhang and Bernard,
Zhang et al., and Zheng et al. when Example 1 is used and the weight set is {0.1113, 0.1113, 0.0634, 0.0634,
0.3253, 0.3253}, which indicates its feasibility and effectiveness. The ranks of Rao and Padmanabhan and
Vahdani et al. are considerably different from the ranks of other five approaches, since the best AM process
A6 in other five approaches is at the last place. Careful readers may find that these ranks are fairly similar
with the rank of the proposed approach with λ ≤ 4, a = 1, b = 2, and α = 0.5 (see Fig. 6(a)). According to the
study of Experiment 4, the ranks of Rao and Padmanabhan and Vahdani et al. cannot be regarded as incorrect
ranks. They can be seen as two ranks which are not relatively stable. From this point of view, the auxiliary
parameter λ in the proposed approach are particularly useful in the generation of a stable rank and the
approach is more flexible than the approaches of Rao and Padmanabhan and Vahdani et al. When Example 1
is leveraged and the weight set is {0.3190, 0.3190, 0.1290, 0.1290, 0.0520, 0.0520}, the result of the
proposed approach exactly matches the results of Byun and Lee, Rao and Patel, Chakraborty, Zhang and
Bernard, and Zhang et al., while differentiates with the results of Rao and Padmanabhan and Ic only at the
fourth and fifth places. This also indicates the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
It can also be seen from Table 10 that there is slight difference between the comparison approaches for
Example 2 and Example 4, while the best alternatives of the approach of Zhang and Bernard and the
proposed approach are different for Example 3. In Example 3, the weight of the third criterion (i.e. build time)
is 0.5, which is much larger than the weights of other four criteria (0.15, 0.15, 0.10, 0.10). From the values of
the five selection criteria of this example in Table 5, it is not difficult to determine that A2 is better than A1.
Thus the result of the proposed approach is more reasonable than the result of the approach of Zhang and
Bernard for Example 3. Through the comparison results of Examples 2, 3, and 4, the feasibility and
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effectiveness of the proposed approach were also demonstrated.
Though it may be difficult to determine the advantages of the proposed approach via the above
quantitative comparisons, the result of the qualitative comparison has suggested that the advantages of the
proposed approach over the existing MCDM based approaches lie at providing satisfying generality and
flexibility, having the capability to capture the risk attitudes of users, and having the capability to reduce the
influence of extreme criterion values. The first two advantages have been illustrated in Experiments 1, 4, and
5, while the third advantage has not been demonstrated appropriately.
To show the difference between an AM process selection approach with the capability to reduce the
effect of biased criterion values and an approach without such capability intuitively, two quantitative
comparison experiments were carried out. The first experiment aims to compare the aggregation results of a
linear combination of the presented FAHWPBM and FAHWPGBM operators that has the capability and a
linear combination of the fuzzy Archimedean Hamacher weighted BM (FAHWBM) and fuzzy Archimedean
Hamacher weighted GBM (FAHWGBM) operators that does not have the capability4. In this experiment, the
auxiliary parameters were assigned as λ = 10, a = 1, b = 2, and α = 0.5, and the value of C5 of A6 in Example
1 (see Table 3) and the values of C6 and C7 of A3 in Example 2 (see Table 4) were assumed to be extreme
criterion values. They were respectively adjusted, as shown in Fig. 8, from VVL to VVH and from 10.41,
315.03 to 50.41, 1115.03. Such adjustments will respectively lead to a decline in the membership degree of A6
in Example 1 and a decline in the membership degree of A3 in Example 2. Fig. 8 depicts the process of these
changes. As can be seen from this figure, the membership degree calculated by FAHWBM & FAHWGBM
drops faster than the membership degree calculated by FAHWPBM & FAHWPGBM for every example. This
indicates that FAHWBM & FAHWGBM is more sensitive to the distortion of criterion values than
FAHWPBM & FAHWPGBM, or FAHWPBM & FAHWPGBM is more resistant to the deviation of criterion
values than FAHWBM & FAHWGBM. From such result, it is intuitive to see the advantage of the proposed
approach in reducing the effect of such deviation.

V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7
V8
V9

(a) The changes in membership degree of A6 in Example 1

10.41, 315.03
15.41, 415.03
20.41, 515.03
25.41, 615.03
30.41, 715.03
35.41, 815.03
40.41, 915.03
45.41, 1015.03
50.41, 1115.03

(b) The changes in membership degree of A3 in Example 2

Figure 8. The result of the first quantitative comparison experiment.
4

The only difference between the two linear combination of operators is whether they have combined the PA operator. The former
linear combination has the capability since it combines the PA operator. The latter one does not have the capability because it does not
combine the PA operator.
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The second experiment aims to compare the ranking results of a linear combination of the presented
FAHWPBM and FAHWPGBM operators and a linear combination of the FAHWBM and FAHWGBM
operators. In this experiment, the auxiliary parameters were assigned as λ = 10, a = 1, b = 2, and α = 0.5, and
the value of C3 of A2 in Example 3 (see Table 5) and the value of C1 of A3 in Example 4 (see Table 6) were
assumed to be biased criterion values. They were respectively adjusted, as shown in Fig. 9, from 2.32 to
18.32 and from 4140 to 84140. Such adjustments will respectively lead to a decline in the rank of A2 in
Example 3 and a decline in the rank of A3 in Example 4. Fig. 8 depicts the process of these changes. From the
figure, it can be seen that the rank of the adjusted alternative generated by FAHWBM & FAHWGBM
descends faster than the rank of the adjusted alternative generated by FAHWPBM & FAHWPGBM for every
example. This also suggests that FAHWPBM & FAHWPGBM is more resistant to the distortion of criterion
values than FAHWBM & FAHWGBM. The advantage of the proposed approach in reducing the influence of
such distortion is also demonstrated intuitively from such result.

(a) The change of rank of A2 in Example 3 using FAHWBM&FAHWGBM

(b) The change of rank of A2 in Example 3 using FAHWPBM&FAHWPGBM

(c) The change of rank of A3 in Example 4 using FAHWBM&FAHWGBM

(d) The change of rank of A3 in Example 4 using FAHWPBM&FAHWPGBM

Figure 9. The result of the second quantitative comparison experiment.

5.3.3. Summary of comparison results
As can be summarised from the qualitative and quantitative comparisons, the proposed approach is
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feasible and effective in selecting AM processes. It not only maintains the advantages of the existing MCDM
based approaches in considering the relative importance and interrelationships of performance parameter
types, but also has distinctive superiorities in providing desirable generality and flexibility, capturing the risk
attitudes of users, and reducing the influence of extreme process parameter values.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, a fuzzy Archimedean weighted power BM operator and a fuzzy Archimedean weighted
power GBM operator are constructed, and an AM process selection approach based on these operators is
proposed. This approach mainly consists of an assessment of process performance and an assessment of user
preferences. The assessment of process performance transforms the performance parameters of AM processes
into FNs using a ratio model, TFNs, and the centroid function, which makes it possible to aggregate such
parameters through fuzzy information aggregation operators. The assessment of user preferences quantifies
the selection preferences of users using a linear combination of the two constructed operators. By comparing
the quantified results, a rank of the alternative AM processes can be generated, which provides reference for
users to select an appropriate AM process. The paper also reports the illustration, sensitivity analysis, and
qualitative and quantitative comparisons of the proposed approach. The results of the comparisons suggest
that the approach is feasible, effective, and flexible for selection of AM processes.
The major contribution of the paper is the development of an MCDM approach for selection of AM
processes. Compared to the existing MCDM based AM process selection approaches, the developed approach
can consider the relative importance and interrelationships of different types of performance parameters, and
most importantly can provide satisfying generality and flexibility in aggregation of process parameter values,
capture the risk attitudes of users, and reduce the negative effect of the distortion of process parameter values.
To the best of the knowledge, the approach is the first MCDM based AM process selection approach that has
all such capabilities.
Future work will aim especially at improving the proposed approach from the aspect of dealing with the
uncertainty of process parameters, extending it with supports of selecting appropriate part orientation, layer
thickness, and tool-path, and developing a complete decision support system for AM design and AM process
planning. In practical AM process selection problems, the proposed approach will not be suitable whenever
the values of process parameter have uncertainty and cannot be quantified by numerical values and linguistic
values directly. Thus to extend it with the capability to deal with such uncertainty is one of the objectives of
the future work, and the models presented in [67−70] could be helpful. Further, the major decision-making
tasks after process selection are determinations of part orientation, layer thickness, and tool-path. Hence, to
extend the proposed approach to address these issues is another objective. Last but not the least, it is of
necessity to develop a complete decision support system to assist AM design and AM process planning.
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